IN-EAST RESEARCH FORUM

International Research Colloquium of the Institute of East Asian Studies (online)

Standard time slot: Wed, 10–11 am CET (30 min. lecture, 30 min. Q&A), exceptions are marked in red

All meetings are held as video conferences at the IN-EAST. To register for any of the lectures (except two – see below) please click on the registration link: https://uni-due.zoom.us/meeting/register/u5wrfuuupjoHdEsML2qebOU_RvxsLEtd61D

Only for the meetings on November 3 and January 12 take place in cooperation with the AREA Ruhr Occasional Lecture Series, and thus you must register extra with different links below.

Wed, 3 Nov 2021

**Axel Klein**  University of Duisburg-Essen


Note: This session will take place in cooperation with AREA Ruhr Occasional Lecture Series. Please register for this particular event here: https://uni-due.zoom.us/meeting/register/u50qdOCsrjoGtwtG85ZNmg__fW3LbAKN5ES

Area Ruhr

Wed, 10 Nov 2021

**David Shim**  Käte Hamburger Kolleg / Centre for Global Cooperation Research

10–11 h  **Memorials’ Politics: Exploring the Material Rhetoric of the Statue of Peace**

Wed, 24 Nov 2021

**David M. Malitz**  Deutsches Institut für Japanstudien, Tokyo

10–11 h  **Chinese and Japanese Medical Diplomacy in Southeast Asia: The Case of Thailand during the Covid-19 Pandemic**

Wed, 8 Dec 2021

**Alexandra Roland**  University of Duisburg-Essen

10–11 h  **Don’t Touch My Dignity! Hate Speech an Incurable Illness?**

Wed, 15 Dec 2021

**Cornelia Reiher**  Freie Universität Berlin

10–11 h  **Urban-Rural Migration and Rural Revitalization in Japan**

Wed, 22 Dec 2021

**Julia Dumin**  TU Dortmund University

10–11 h  **A Focal Point of Democratic Consolidation? Studying the 2017 Presidential Impeachment and Its Implications for the Democratization Process in South Korea**

Wed, 12 Jan 2022

**Andreas Eder-Ramsauer**  Freie Universität Berlin

14–16 h  **Yamamoto Tarō and Reiwa Shinsengumi: Testing the Left-Wing Populist Hypothesis in Japan**

Note: This session will take place in cooperation with AREA Ruhr Occasional Lecture Series. Please register for this particular event here: https://uni-due.zoom.us/meeting/register/u5Mqf-mrrD-wsH9A7M7I82bf4VLWmXZh3YF

Area Ruhr

Wed, 19 Jan 2022

**Diana Schüler and Werner Pascha**  University of Duisburg-Essen

17–18 h  **Beyond the Workbench: The Rise of the Cultural Industry in South Korea**

Wed, 26 Jan 2022

**Celeste Arrington**  George Washington University, Washington DC

17–18 h  **From Manners to Rules: Legalistic Governance and Secondhand Smoke Prevention in South Korea and Japan**
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